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Re ently several ompounds revealed properties of a one-dimensional
(1D) spin 1/2 antiferromagneti Heisenberg hain (AHC) with gapless lowlying spin ex itations in the absen e of an external magneti eld H .
A weak external magneti eld leads an appearan e of a spin gap. The
gap onset is related to the staggered DzyaloshinskiiMoriya (DM) intera tion or ee tive g -fa tors of magneti ions. Experimentally measured
thermodynami properties annot distinguish between those two origins
for the spingap formation. We propose the experiment, by whi h one
an distinguish between those two possibilities: an ele troni paramagneti
resonan e (EPR) in the parallel pumping geometry.
PACS numbers: 75.10.Jm, 76.30.v
1.

The interest to quantum low-dimensional spin systems has grown

onsiderably. The spin 1/2 AHC is probably one of the best studied models.
This system is disordered even in the ground state in the absen e of

H

[1℄.

Low-lying ex itations (LLE) are spinons, whi h are gapless in the absen e
of external elds and relativisti
behavior of the spe i

intera tions. This gapless behavior of LLE

T

is the origin of the nite zero-

magneti

sus eptibility and linear in

T

heat for this model. Due to the absen e of the spin

gap it has been di ult to nd real materials with properties similar to

T

low-

features of the spin 1/2 AHC: Any inter- hain spinspin intera tion

in a 3D system produ es a magneti
magneti

T

ordering and the low-

behavior of

hara teristi s are determined by it. The behavior of 1D quantum

spin systems with gapped LLE (whi h possess spin gaps) are very dierent,
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e.g., for HAC with integer site spins [2℄, for half-integer spin systems with the

easy-axis magneti

anisotropy [1℄ and systems with the spin-Peierls period

H , too.

doubling, where the spin gap persists at zero values of

Re ently new

materials were dis overed, whi h behavior is reminis ent of the spin 1/2
AHC in the absen e of

H

of a weak

H (i.e., their LLE are gapless), while in the presen

their properties manifest that the magneti

a spin gap for LLE: the

H

an indu e

opper benzoate [3℄, Yb4 As3 [4℄, in whi h ee tive

hains along spe ial dire tions are formed and
ompounds

eld

e

opper pyrimidine [5℄. In those

auses the spin gap, either due to staggered (alternating) DM

intera tion [6℄ or be ause of staggered ee tive

g-fa

tors of magneti

Both, a staggered DM intera tion and staggered external magneti

ions [7℄.
eld

an

T

produ e a spin gap for LLE. This gap denes exponentially small lowmagneti

sus eptibility and magneti

spe i

heat there.

It is di ult to

determine, whi h one of these two staggered intera tions are present in real
ompounds.
2. Here we propose the set-up for an experiment, whi h

an distinguish

between those two me hanisms of the formation of the spin gap: the EPR.

X S~ S~ +1 J J X S S +1 X H~ ~h0
X D1 S~2  S~2 +1 D2 S~2 +1  S~2 +2 ;

We start with the ee tive Hamiltonian
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j
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j
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j
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+
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j
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[
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(1)

℄ )

j

where

S

x;y;z

are the operators of the proje tions of

 0 is the ex hange

j, J

j

of the magneti

anisotropy,

oupling,

D1 2
;

(DM ve tors are supposed to be

J

z

(

are the

J

S

=

= 1 2 spin at site

 J  J ) is the parameter
z

onstants of the DM intera tion

ollinear to the dire tion of the magneti

D1 + D2 )=2 des ribes a homogeneous DM oupling, whereas
D1 D2 )=2 is onne ted with a staggered DM intera tion), the matri es
g^1 2 determine ee tive (staggered) g-fa tors of magneti ions, ! and h0 are

anisotropy and (

(

;

the frequen y and the magnitude of the a

magneti

eld, respe tively.

3. In the absen e of any intera tions the standard EPR geometry (i.e.,
the a

magneti

eld polarized perpendi ular to the d

fests two maxima in the absorbed power of the a

g1 2
z
;

are the

omponents of the

g-tensor.

ferent EPR geometry, with the a
the d
for

eld) the EPR mani-

eld at

~!res = g1z;2 H , and

Here we propose to study the dif-

magneti

eld

ollinear to the dire tion of

eld: the parallel pumping. This geometry permits to nd solutions

hara teristi s of the system under parallel pumping in the

losed form,

as we show below. On the other hand, it permits to dete t the origin of the
spin gap formation. For simpli ity let us

H

z

the

=

H

onsider the

and in the following we drop the indi es

g-tensor.

In this

z

ase

for the

H

x

=

H

y

= 0,

omponents of

ase we know [6, 8℄ that there are two bran hes of LLE

Magneti
with the energies

"
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1 2.

It determines the onset of two

k; ;

elds in the ground state:

H 1,

riti al magneti

at whi h the spin gap is

losed, and

H 2,

of the transition to the spin-polarized state [8℄. Then, using the small parameter

jg1 g2 jh0 =~!  1, we perform the resonan e approximation [8℄,

i.e., we single out the terms whi h make nonzero

ontribution to the linear

response of the system, while other terms, expli itly dependent of time, we
dis ard. The main resonan e pro esses for a parallel pumping result from
the merger of an elementary spin rotation of spin at even site of the

hain

(LLE of one bran h of the spe trum) with a photon of the pumping eld
whi h gives rise to a spin rotation of the spin at an odd site of the

hain in

the opposite dire tion (LLE from the other bran h) and vi e versa. In the
steady-state regime the absorption is essentially nonzero. It is nite (limited) for any magnitudes of the a
the magnitude of the a

eld. There is no any threshold value for

eld (usually

hara teristi

to the parallel pumping

in magneti ally ordered systems), i.e., the parallel EPR pumping does not
lead to the parametri

instability. The reason is the redu ed dimensionality

(i.e., LLE are spinons, whi h satisfy the Fermi statisti s rather than spin
waves,

hara teristi

for ordered magnets, whi h obey the Bose statisti s).

The homogeneous and staggered total magneti
frequen y of the a

moments os illate with the

eld in the steady-state regime. The time-independent

parts of the total staggered and homogeneous magneti
the pumping, are proportional to
response regime the a

Q = N!

g

( 1

h

2 at small
0

moments,

h0 , as expe

aused by

ted. In the linear

absorption has the form

g2 )2 h20

Z

dk(n0 2 n0 1)(1
k;

8

k;

2

Æ"

) (

1

k;

"

2

k;

~! ) ;

(2)

n0 1 2 are the Fermi distribution fun tions with energies " 1 2 and
= (g 1
g2 )H=(" 1 " 2 ).
4. In the spin-polarized state H  H 2 the absorption is equal to zero
(it is small for T 6= 0 for H  H 2 ) for any D1 and D2 . In the spin-gapped
state H  H 1 , Q is maximal for H = 0, and smoothly be omes smaller
with the growth of the value of the d magneti eld. Q is small at high T .
The a eld an ae t the AHC only for Emin  ~!  Emax , i.e., one has
the frequen y threshold ee t. For H  H 2 , Emin = Emax = (g1 + g2 )H 2 .
p
For H  H 2 we have Emax =
(g1
g2 )2 H 2 + 4g1 g2 H 22 . Emin is equal to
p
(g1
g2 )2 H 2 + 2g1 g2 H 21 for H  H 1 , and (g1 + g2 )H for H 1  H 
H 2 . In the resonan e the response of the AHC is ae ted by the van Hove
2
2 ℄[E 2
(~! )2 ℄) 1 2 , hara teristi for 1D
singularities  ([(~! )
Emin
max
systems. Q is maximal in the ground state for the resonan e frequen y,
~!res . It is (formally) equal to ~!res = (g1 + g2 )H 2 for H  H 2 (Q = 0
2
in this region in the ground state), and for H  H 2 we have (~! )res =
where

k; ;

k; ;

k;

k;

=
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g g2 )2 H 2 + 8g1 g2 H 22A, where A = H 21=(H 21 + H 22 ) for H  H 1, and
A H 2 =(H 2 + H 22) for H 1  H  H 2 . In the riti al region, H 1  H 
H 2 , with gapless ex itations, we expe t the resonan e hara teristi s of our
( 1
=

system to be renormalized due to the inter- hain
possible magneti

ordering). However, magneti

oupling (i.e., due to the

sub-latti es in the ordered

phase must also have dierent nominal values of magnetizations be ause of
dierent values of ee tive

g-fa

tors.

an elementary rotation of a magneti

Hen e the pro ess of the merger of
moment of one magneti

sub-latti e

with a photon of the parallel pumping, whi h gives rise to a rotation of
a magneti

moment of the other sub-latti e in the opposite dire tion, has to

persist in the ordered phase, too.
5.

The main

on lusion is following: The ee ts of the staggered DM

intera tion and staggered

g-fa

tors are dierent under the

EPR parallel pumping. The main dieren e

real and imaginary parts of the dynami al magneti
zero for
ase of

ondition of the

omes from the fa t that the
sus eptibility be ome

g1 = g2 , while they are nite for D1 = D2 , but for g1 6= g2 . In the
D1 = D2 the spin-gapped phase does not exist (H 1 = 0) and the

maximum for the absorption is manifested only as a smooth fun tion of the
applied d

D1 6= D2

eld. On the other hand, for

one

regimes for the resonan e absorption as a fun tion of
phase the resonan e frequen y has an a tivation
of

jg1 g2 j the

fun tion of

H

H.

an see two dierent
In the spin-gapped

hara ter. For small values

slope of the dependen e of the resonan e frequen y as a

is small in this phase. For

the resonan e frequen y has a negative

H 1  H  H 2 the dependen e of
g-fa tor

urvature (with the ee tive

renormalized by spinspin intera tions). This ee t

an be experimentally

observed in the ee tively 1D AHC, whi h manifest a magneti
spin gap of LLE, to
or staggered

g-fa

eld-indu ed

he k whi h me hanism, the staggered DM intera tion,

tors (or both) form the eld-indu ed spingap there.
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